An ultrastructural morphometric study of follicular center lymphocytes: III. The control of lymphocyte nuclear size in reactive hyperplasia and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.
Since lymphocyte nuclear size and shape play such a key role in the classification of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL), the mechanisms and nuclear compartments responsible for the control of nuclear size are of fundamental importance to pathologists. To assess the role of condensed chromatin and the interchromatinic region of the nucleus in determining the size of this organelle, morphometric image analysis of total nuclear area and the area occupied by these two compartments was performed on electron micrographs of nuclear profiles from lymphocytes in lymph node biopsies of four cases of reactive lymphoid hyperplasia and ten examples of NHL. Using bivariate linear regression analysis, it was clear that, whether in normal mantle zone and follicular center lymphocytes or in the neoplastic lymphocytes of various NHLs, there is an extremely high correlation (R = 0.96) between the size of the interchromatinic region and the area of nuclear profiles. In contrast, there is a poorer correlation (R = 0.63) between the area occupied by condensed chromatin and nuclear area. The results demonstrate for the first time that even in NHL, where some nuclear features clearly vary from the normal counterpart, the control of nuclear size continues to be largely dependent on a particular subcompartment of the nucleus, the interchromatinic region. How this fact influences the categorization of subtypes of NHL for therapeutic and prognostic purposes will be an essential avenue for further investigation.